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Laboratories and Non-MSHA Product 
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AGENCY: Mine Safetv and Health 
Administration (MSHA), Department of 
Labor 

ACTION: final rule. 

SUMMARY: This final rule establishes 
alternate requirements for testing and 
evaluation of products that MSHA 
approves for use in gassy underground 
mines. It is being published in response 
to cornJnenls receiw:d as the resu\1 of a 
1991 proposed rule and an October 17, 
2002, revised proposed rule on the same 
subject. It allows manufacturers of 
certain products. vvho seek MSHA 
approval under Title 30 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations (30 CFR), the option 
of using an independent laboratory to 
perform, in whole or part, the necessary 
testing and evaluation for approval 
which MSHA would normally perform 
so that such products can be used in 
gassy mines 111 the United States. 
Testing and evaluation as used in this 
final rule means testing, evaluation, or 
both. This final rule also permits 
manufacturers to have their products 
approved based on non-MSHA product 
safety standards. This will occur only 
after-MSHA has determined that such 
standards are equivalent to its 
applicable product approval 
requirements or can be modified to 
provide at least the same degree of 
protection as those MSHA requirements. 
The final rule should increase the 
availability of a wider variety of mining 
products having enhanced safety 
features by reducing costs and 
broadening the market for mining 
equipmen1. 

EFFECTIVE DATE: This regulation i~ 
effective August 18, 2003. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Marvin W. Nichols. Jr.. Director, Office 
of Standards. Regulations. and 
Variances, MSHA. 1100 Wilson 
Boulevard, Room 2352, Arlington, 
Virginia 22209-3939. Mr. Nichols can 
be reached at nichols-marvin@msha.gov 
(Internet e-mail), 202-693-9440 (voice). 
or 202-693-9441 (fax). You may obtain 
copies of the final rule in altern-ative 
formats by calling this number. The 
alternative form<lls available are either a 
large print version of the final rule or 

the final rule in an electronic file on 
computer disk. The final rule also is 
availahle on the Internet at http:! I 
11'11·W.m slw.go" !REGS! NFO. 1-iTM. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

J. Background 

From ils creation by Congress in 1910. 
MSHA's predecessor. the Bureau of 
Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior. 
was responsible for the testing and 
evaluation of mining products. Under 
the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act 
of1977 (Mine Act), MSHA is 
responsible for pr8scribing the technical 
design, construction. and the test 
requirements for certain products used 
in underground mines, and for testing 
and evaluating them for approval hased 
on those requirements. These technical 
requirements are set forth in the 
Agency's approval regulations in 30 
CFR parts 7 through 36. 

MSHA"s approval regulations govern 
the process through which 
manufacturers mav ohtain MSHA 
approval, certification. acceptance or 
evaluation of certain products for use in 
underground mines. Each of these 
separate approval actions has specific 
application prnceuures and technical 
requirements for testing and evaltJation. 
l'v1SHA currently conducts the testing 
and evaluation of products for a fee paid 
hy the applicant. Following MSHA 
approval, manufacturers must ensure 
that the product continues to conform to 
the technical requirements tested, 
evaluated, and approved hy MSHA 

When MSHA receives an application 
for approval of a product for use in 
underground mines. every aspect of the 
documentation package is reviewed to 
determine whether the product meets 
the technical requirements of the 
applicable provisions of 30 CFR parts 15 
through 36. Each drawing and 
specification in the package is cross
checked against these requirements and, 
for some products, samples of the 
product or parts of the product are 
disassembled and exumined by MSHA 
for conformity with the drawings ~nd 
specific<Jtions. After MSHA verifies that 
an applicant's product complies with 
the design and construction 
requirements, MSHA then tests the 
product to determine whether it 
performs according to the approval 
requirements, unless the design obviates 
the need for testing. Tf the product 
passes the tests and meets all MSHA 
requirements, MSHA issues an approval 
for the product.. 

Once MSHA has approved a product. 
the manufacturer is authorized to place 
an MSHA approval marking on the 
product that identifies it as approved for 
use in underground mines. Use of the 

MSHA marking obligates the 
manufacturer to mailllain the quality of 
the product as approved. The MSHA 
marking indicates to the mining 
community that the product has been 
manufactured according to the drawings 
and specifications upon which the 
approval was based. Any proposed 
change to an approved product that 
causes it to differ from the design or 
construction descrihed in the original 
documentation approved hy MSHA 
must be submitted to the Agency for 
approval prior to implementation of the 
chunge. lf MSHA approves the change. 
the Agency issues an extension of 
approval ora notice ofacceptance of the 
modified product to the manufacturer. 

In the mid-1980s, the Agency 
reviewed its product approval program 
to determine whether it could be 
restructured to provide improved safety 
lo miners without increasing cos\ to the 
applicant. That review resulted in the 
promulgation in 1988 of 30 CFR part 7, 
Testing by Applicant or Third-Party, 
which represented MSHA's first 
departure from its role of front-end 
prototype testing of products for 
approval, by substituting manufacturer 
or third-party testing of a limited 
numher of products for the testing that 
previously had been conducted by 
MSHA 

The objectives of the program were to 
permit MSHA to redirect its resources to 
its post-opproval product audit 
functions, as well as to the review of 
technological improvements in mining 
products. The Agency's shift in 
emphasis \Vas intended to enhance the 
safety of products in mines by providing 
the mining communi tv <t gre;J'ter 
assurance that approv~d. products in 
mines continue to be manufactured as 
approved, hy detecting any problems in 
manufactured products more effectively, 
and by enabling a more expeditious 
introduction of new technology. 

Products selected as suitable for 
applicaut or third-party testing under 
part 7 were those with characteristics 
which could be objectively tested in a 
routine and readily reproducible 
manner, with no elements of subjective 
analysis. Products whose testing results 
depend on the experience, judgement, 
and knowledge of the personnel 
executing the tests, such as testing a 
compl\'X intrinsically safe circuit. were 
not included in the part 7 program. 

Under part 7, all product testing is 
conducted according to MSHA-specified 
tests and procedures, using calibrated 
and accurate instruments. Moreover. the 
product testing is suhjen to Agency 
observation. Part 7 is not a self
certification program. The part 7 
concept shifts only the testing of certain 
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products to the applicant or a third 
party. The evaluation of the test results 
and the issuance of the approval remain 
the responsibility of the Agency. This 
final rule will not affect the testing 
aspects of part 7. Part 7, unlike the olher 
approval parts, will continue to permit 
testing by the applicant or by third party 
laboratories that are not necessarily 
independent from the manufacturer. 

In 1993, MSHA initiated a further 
review of its approval and certification 
activities, including its part 7 applicant 
or third-party testing program. Based on 
this review. the Agency reaffirmed the 
objectives of the part 7 concept to 
increase post-approval prodnct audits 
and direct more resources to evaluation 
of safety and technological 
improvements in products for use 
underground. However, MSHA 
determined that while the part 7 
program was a step in the right 
direction. the limited scope of that 
program did not free up sufficient 
resources to allow MSHA to fully 
redirect its efforts to meet those 
objectives. After considering how best to 
accomplish those goals, the Agency 
decided to initiate rulemaking to modify 
MSHA's approval program in two ways, 
which it did in 1994. Under a J 994 
proposed rule titled "Testing and 
Evaluation by Nationally Recognized 
Testing Laboratories and Use of 
Equivalent Testing and Evaluation 
Requirements.'' Hpplicants seeking 
MSHA product approval would have 
been required to use independent 
laboratories recognized by the 
Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) under its 
Nationally-Recognized Testing 
Laboratories (NRTL) program for the 
required testing and eva] uation. This 
would have been in place of MSHA 
testing and evaluation of products. As 
wilh the part 7 program. however. 
MSHA would have continued to verifv 
that approval requirements were met -
and would have retained full 
responsibility for issuing the product 
approval. Thus, the 1994 proposed rule 
would not have constituted a self
certification program. Second, MSHA or 
appropriately recognized independent 
laboratories would h;JVe been permitted, 
upon an applicant's request, to test and 
evaluate a prodnct for approval based 
on approval requirements other than the 
Agency's, as long as those requirements 
provided an equal or a greater degree of 
protection. This would have allowed 
MSHA to approve a product meeting the 
International Electrotechnical 
Commission's (!EC) approval standards, 
or some other approval requirements 
different from those specified in 

MSHA's regulations, provided that 
MSHA first had determined that those 
requirements were equivalent or could 
be modified to provide protection 
equivalent to that afforded by products 
tested and evaluated according to 
MSHA approval requirements. In this 
way, the Agency could have taken 
advantage of revisions to product safety 
standards developed by other countries 
or standards development organizations 
to address technological advances or 
improvements in product safety. Such 
an approach would have permitted the 
introduction of a wider variety of 
improved products into u.s. mines 
more quickly than if the Agency had to 
undertake rulernaking to address each 
technological advancement or 
improvement in product safety, 
capability. and performance. 

A notice of proposed rulemaki ng 
(NPRM) for a new parl6 was published 
on November 30, 1994 (59 FR 61376). 
The NPRM comment period was 
e"iended to February 21, 1995 (60 FR. 
8209). A Public Hearing Notice was 
published on October 10, 1995 (60 FR. 
52640), scheduling a public hearing for 
November 15, 1995. That hearing was 
rescheduled to April30, 1996. (61 FR 
15743). The post-hearing comment 
period ended on May 31, 1996. (61 FR 
15743). The 1996 proposed rule was not 
published as a final rule. 

MSHA introduced a revised proposed 
rule in the Federal Register on October 
17, 2002. This revised proposed rule 
offered applicants for MSHA product 
approval alternate requirements for 
testing and evaluation of products that 
MSHA approves for use in gassy 
underground mines. Based on 
comments from the public to the 1994 
proposed rule, the revised proposed rule 
provided a number of revisions to the 
original proposed rule. The major 
changes in the revised proposed rule are 
outlined below. 

First, the revised proposal would be 
voluntary. Manufacturers could choose 
to use independent laboratories to 
perform all or part of the testing and 
evaluation necessary for approval, or 
could elect to have MSHA perform the 
necessary testing and evaluation. 
Second, applicants would not have to 
use only independent laboratories that 
were National Recognized Testing 
Laboratories under OSHA's program. 
but could choose an independent 
laboratory recognized hy other 
laboratory accreditation programs, such 
as that of the American National 
Standards Institute (ANST) or the 
Intern at ion a I Electrotechn ical 
Commission (TEC). Third, only MSHA 
would conduct required post."approval 
product audits. Audits conducted by 

independent laboratories would not be 
required under the revised proposal. 
Fourth, only the MSHA mark would be 
required on MSHA-approved products, 
not both the MSHA and independent 
laboratory mark. Finally, the revised 
proposal ·would allow public input into 
the process of making equiva!Emcy 
determinations ofnon-MSHA product 
safety standards. MSHA would notify 
the public through publication in the 
Federal Register of MSHA 's intent to 
review a particular non-MSHA standard 
for equivalency and provide an 
opportunity for public input on that 
issue. 

However, like part 7. under both the 
1994 proposed rule and the revised 
proposed rule, the review of any testing 
and evaluation performed by an 
independent laboratory and the 
issuance of the MSHA product approval 
would still remain the full 
responsibility of MSHA's Approval and 
Certification Center. 

MSHA requested comments from the 
public (67 FR 64 J 96). MSHA received 
two general comments regarding this 
revised proposed rule. The public 
comment period closed on December 
31, 2002. MSHA held two public 
hearings. One was on january 7, 2003, 
in Denver, Colorado. The other hearing 
was held on January 9, 2003, in 
Washington, Pennsylvania. No 
comments or statements regarding the 
revised proposal were provided by any 
party at either of the pub! ic hearings. 
The post-hearing comment period 
closed on February 10,2003. 

II. Discussion of final Rule 

A. Introduction 

Under this final rule, manufactUiers 
seeking MSHA approval could choose to 
have their products tested and evaluated 
either by an independent laboratory or 
by MSHA. MSHA will be ahle to accept 
the independent laboratory's test and 
evaluation results in lieu of performing 
its own. 

This final rule recognizes the 
industry's need to expedite the transfer 
of technology into the mining 
environment. This transfer should 
improve the healtb and safety of miners. 
The alternate program in this fiual rule 
will permit a manufacturer who has had 
a product tested and evaluated by an 
independent laboratory to submit the 
test reports and technical information to 
MSHA to obtain MSHA approval for the 
product. 

MSHA is aware of certain instruments 
that are currently listed (approved) by 
independent laboratories for use in 
hazardous gas and dust atmospheres 
that may also be suitable for liSe in the 
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mine environment. These instruments 
include: Portable methane detectors. air 
sampling pumps. oxygen deficiency 
meters, air velocity meters, carbon 
monoxide detectors. hydrogen sulfide 
detectors, po\Nered respirators and 
accessories, toxic gas detectors, portable 
two-way radios. laser surveying 
instruments, mine rescue 
communications systems, photometers. 
temperature sensing devices. personal 
audihle and visual alarms, heat 
detection systems, voice amplifiers. 
position sensing devices, tape recorders, 
pressure sensing devices, data recording 
instruments. electrical diagnostic test 
instruments. sound level meters. sound 
level calibrators. audio dosimeters, and 
cable fault detectors. 

MSHA has issued approvals for a 
number of instruments that were 
already listed (approved) by an 
independent laboratory at the time of 
application for MSHA approval. 
Examples of some of these instruments 
are: Motorola MT2000 and HT1 000 
Hand-held Radios; MSA Microgard 
Portable Alarm for warning of low levels 
of oxygen and high levels of methane; 
MSA Escort Elf Portable Pump for 
sampling of the mine atmosphere for 
dust; MSA Passport and Mini Series 
Person<d Alarms for warning of high 
levels of toxic and combustible gases; 
Industrial Scientific Corporation Model 
SP402 Sampling Pump for remote 
monitoring of oxygen. toxic and 
combustible gases; and Industrial 
Scientific Corporation Model TMX41 0 
Four-Gas Monitor for monitoring and 
w<Jrning of high levels of toxic and 
comhustible gases and low levels of 
oxygen. 

MSHA recognizes thAt there are many 
more products. including instruments, 
motors, explosion-proof enclosures, 
conveyor belts <md hydraulic fluids, that 
are lis.ted by indepen~denl laboratories 
that have not been submitted for MSHA 
approval. These products. used in other 
industries. can offer safetv-related 
benefits to the mining industry and are 
considered potential candidates for the 
program that is created bv this rule. Bv 
permitting acceptance of independent 
laboratory test and evaluation results, 
MSHA believes that some of these 
product manufacturers will be 
encouraged to submit their products for 
MSHA approval. 

MSHA is also aware that many 
instruments and products have heen 
listed (approved) by independent 
laboratories to UndemTi ter's 
Laboratories (UL) and Facton· Mutual 
(FM) intrinsic safety standards for use in 
Class J {explosive g;s-air mixtures) and 
Clllss II (explosive dust-air mixtme~) 
atmospheres. Many of the same tests 

and design requirements that MSHA 
uses under its intrinsic safetv 
regulations are also used in the ULand 
FM standards. Under this final rule, 
applicants seeking MSHA appro\·al of 
instruments or other products for 
intrinsic safety purposes could submit 
the results of any independent 
laboratory's testing and evaluation for 
intrinsic safety to MSHA as part of their 
appliciltions. If. after review. MSHA 
determined thilt the testing already 
conducted "vas performed properly, 
MSHA could accept the test results and 
wiJI not have to repeat testing in cases 
where the tests were the same. This will 
reduce costs and the time spent by 
manufacturers to obtain MSHA 
approval. If the review raised questions 
or concerns about the validity of test 
and evaluAtions submitted, MSHA will 
need to perform repeat testing. MSHA, 
of course, will conduct addi.tional 
testing and evaluation where the ULand 
FM intrinsic safety requirements were 
not the same as MSHA's, 

Under this final rule. MSHA will 
retain its testing and evaluation 
capabilities. but will offer applicants the 
alternative of submitting independent 
laboratorv test and evaluation results for 
MSHA approval. MSHA '<Viii have the 
authority to accept the test and 
evaluation results in lieu of conducting 
its own tests and evaluations. MSHA 
also will have the autbority to conduct 
or to observe any additional or repeat 
test and evaluotion to ensure 
compliance with the MSHA 
requirements. 

This final rule will also permit 
manufacturers to request MSHA 
approval based on non-MSHA product 
safety standards. This will occur only 
after MSHA has determined that such 
standards are equivalent to its 
applicable product approval 
requirements or can be modified to 
provide at least the same degree of 
protection as tlwse MSHA requirements. 

No approvals will be issued under 
part 6, Instead, any approval issued 
based on part 6 provisions will continue 
to be approved under the applicable 
product approval parts. The necessary 
conforming language to those other 
approval parts is published in this 
Federal Register notice of final 
rulemaking. 

In developing this final rule, MSHA 
has made el'erv effort to address the 
comments received on t.he October 17. 
2002, revised proposal. Two 
commenters submitted comments 
regarding the revised prnposed rule. 

One commenter expressed its support 
for the revised proposed rule indicating 
that"· • • the Revised Proposed Rule 
contained language which addressed all 

of our concerns.·· The commenter was 
in agreement with allowing 
manufacturers to utilize independent 
laboratory testing facilities while 
maintaining the test facility at MSHA. It 
agreed that requiring the use of OSHA's 
Nationally Recognized Testing 
Laboratories (N'RTLs) which must 
conduct semi-annual audits""'~ 
unnec:essarv since MSHA conducts its 
own audits: The commenter was also 
supportive of MSHA's proposal to 
apprm•e equipment designed to non
MSHA product safety standards, 
particularly international standards, 
once MSHA has determined that thev 
provide at least the same degree of · 
protection, in their original or modified 
form, as MSHA 's product approv<JI 
requirements. The commenter indicated 
that the proposed provision on 
equivalency would assL;t in maintaining 
a singh~ product lirH' for use in multiple 
countries. This commenter also urged 
MSHA to "pursue working toward 
harmonizing with the world in regard to 
globalized standards." specifically 
suggesting !bAt MSHA join the fECEx 
scheme that permits one global stAndard 
and allows member countries to accept 
the certification issued by other member 
countries. 

The second commenter expressed its 
concern regarding the competency of 
independent laboratories when 
compared with that of MSHA's own 
testing and evaluation capabilities. It 
indicated that MSHA and its 
predecessors have almost a century of 
experience and developed knowledge 
regarding the evalnation of mining 
products. The commenter recognized 
that independent laboratories may have 
the appropriate expertise to test to 
MSHA requirements, but asserted that 
the lack of mining-specific knowledge 
would reduce the industry's confidence 
in the test and evaluation.results. This 
cornmenter was further concerned about 
the potential for ·'institutional atrophv" 
that could occur within MSHA with the 
reduction in testing and evaluation 
experience. The commenter expressed 
concern with a potential conflict of 
interest that could result from an 
independent laboratory being hired by a 
manufacturer. The commenter 
expressed similar concerns thAt a 
laboratorv could be influenced to ;'gloss 
over neg~tive aspects of a mining 
product,. in an effort to keep the 
manufacturer as a customer. 

MSHA has carehdly evaluated tbe 
concern expressed about accepting third 
party testing results. Under this final 
rule, before an independent laboratory's 
test and evaluation results ,.viii be 
considered, the manufacturer must 
provide evidence to MSHA that the 
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laboratory is independent from outside 
influences and has been accredited bv il 

laboratory accrediting organization t~ 
test to the particular standard. Test and 
evaluation results from an outside 
laboratory \viii be scrutinized by MSHA. 
The resuits. required by the final rule to 
be submitted to MSHA. will include the 
complete report which outlines the 
conduct of each test. The test and 
evaluation results will be used by 
MSHA to determine compliance with 
the applicable product approval 
requirements on which the MSHA 
approval is based. MSHA will have the 
option to require the independent 
laboratory to repeat or conduct 
additional tests if there is any reason to 
question the snpplied test dnta. MSHA 
will also have the option of performing 
the repeat or additional tests. In 
addition, MSHA's post-approval 
product audit program will ensure that 
approved products are produced in 
compliance with all approval 
requirements. 

The use of third party laboratories in 
the MSHA approval process has proven 
to be successful under 30 CFR, part 7, 
Testing by Applicant or Third Party. 
This regnlation, which permits an 
applicantto submit their own lest 
results or those Erom a third party, has 
been in place since 1986. There have 
been notably few instances of 
questionable laboratory test results of 
part 7 approved products in more than 
14 years of experience with the 
regulation. The few cases dealt with the 
laboratory's lack of understanding of a 
particular test standard. In these cases. 
MSHA's oversight resulted in 
corrections to the laboratory's test 
process and the issues were resolved 
prior to any part 7 product approval. 

For the reasons stated above, MSHA 
has no reason to anticipate problems 
with competency or conflict of interest 
associated wlth independent laboratory 
testing and evaluation. 

B. Section-by-Section Discussion 

The following portion of the preamble 
discusses each provision of the final 
par\ 6 mle. The text of the final rule is 
included at the end of the document. 

§ 6 1 Purpose and Effective Dole 

This section explains that the purpose 
of this final rule is to estahlish an 
alternate program for testing and 
evaluation of products MSHA approves 
for use in gassy underground mines. It 
permits manufacturers of certain 
products who seek MSHA approval lo 
use an independent laboratory to 
perform, in whole or in pari, the 
necessary testing and evaluation for 
approval. It also permits manufacturers 

to request to have their products 
approved based on non-MSHA product 
safely standards once MSHA has 
determined that the non-MSHA product 
safety standards are equivalent to 
MSHA's applicable product approval 
requirements or can be modified to 
provide at least the same degree of 
protection as MSHA's requirements. No 
comments on the specific language in 
§ 6.1 were received. Therefore, the final 
language remains unchanged from the 
revised proposed rule. 

The provisions of this part apply to 
any applkation for approval or 
extension of approval filed under 30 
CFR part 18, 19, 20, 22. 23, 27, 33, 35. 
or 36, and received by MSHA aher the 
effective date of this rule. It will become 
effective 60 days after publication of the 
final rule in the Federal Register. 

§ 6.2 Definitions-

This section of the final rule defines 
and clarifies the key terins used in part 
6. 

Applicant. This term is used to 
descrihe an individual or organization 
that manufactures or controls the 
assembly of a product and that applies 
to MSHA for approval of that product. 

Approval. This tem1 is used to 
describe a written document issued by 
MSHA which slates that a product has 
mel the applicable requirements of part 
16, 19,20,22, 23,27,33,35,or36. The 
definition is hased on the existing 
definitions of "approval" in the parts 
specified above. It is expanded to 
include "certification" and 
"acceptance" because these terms are 
also used to denote MSHA approval. 

Approval holder. This term is used lo 
describe an applicant whose application 
for approval of a product under part 16, 
19, 20. 22. 23. 27, 33, 35, or 3G of this 
chapter has been approved by MSHA 

Equivalent non-MSHA product sofety 
standard. This term is used to describe 
a non-MSHA product safely standard, or 
group of standards, that is determined 
by MSHA to provide at least the same 
degree of protection as the applicable 
MSHA product approval requirements 
in parts 18, 19, 20, 22, 23. 27, 33, 35. 
and 36, or which in modified form, 
provide at least the same degree of 
protection. 

Independent Laboratory. This term is 
used to describe a laboratory that: (1) 
has been recognized by a laboratory 
accrediting organization (e.g., OSHA 
NRTL, American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI}, International 
Electrotechnical Commission (TEC), etc.) 
to test and evaluate products to a 
product safety standard, and (2) is free 
from commercial, financial, and other 

pressures that may influence the results 
of the testing and evaluation process. 

Post-approval product audit. This 
term applies to the examination. testing, 
or both, by MSHA of approved products 
selected by MSHA to determine whether 
those products meet the applicable 
product approval requirements and 
have been manufactured as approved. 

Product safety standard. This term is 
used to describe a document, or group 
of documents, that specify the 
requirements for the testing and 
evaluation of a product for use in 
explosive gas and dust atmospheres, 
and, when appropriate, include 
documents addressing the flammability 
properties of products. 

No comments on the specific language 
of the proposed definitions in§ 6.2 were 
received. Therefore, the language in 
each of the definitions in the final rule 
remains unchanged from the revised 
proposed rule. 

§ 6.10 Use of Independent Laboratories 

Under paragraph (a) of this section, 
manufacturers who seek approval of 
certain products will be permitted to 
use an independent laboratory to 
perform, in whole or in part, the 
necessary testing and evaluation for 
MSHA product approval. This final rule 
does not require manufacturers to use 
independent laboratories. Instead, it 
gives manufacturers the option of 
having either MSHA or an independent 
laboratory do the testing and evaluation. 

Also. under this final rule, if 
independent laboratories are used, 
applicants need to submit, as part of the 
approval application, four items set out 
in paragraphs (a)(1), (2). (3). and (4) of 
§ 6.10. They include written evirlence of 
the laboratory's independence and 
current recognition by a laboratory 
accrediting org<cmization; a complete 
technical explanation of how the 
product complies with each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval requirements; 
identification of components or features 
of the product that are critical to the 
safety of the product; and all 
documentation. including drawings and 
specifications, which are required by 
the applicable approval part under this 
chapter. 

The Agency determined that it is 
essential for the laboratories performing 
testing and evaluation to be recognized 
by a laboratory accrediting organization. 
These organizations detl:'rmine the 
qualif1cations of laboratories. Several 
competent laboratory accrediting 
programs exist including, but not 
limited to, tl10se operated by OSHA; the 
American National Standards Institute 
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(ANSI); and the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). 

The Agency believes that there are 
two essentiill qualifications that 
lahoratories must meet in order for 
MSHA and the mining community to 
have assurance that any product, tested 
and evaluated by third party 
laboratories, is .'-afe for use in the mining 
environment. First. MSHA believes that 
the lahoratory must be independent of 
commercial, financial. or other 
pressures that could influence the 
results of the testing and evaluation 
process. Independence of the testing 
lahoratorv from the manufacturer is 
essential:· under this part 6, for MSHA 
and the mining pnhlic to have 
confidence in the results of testing and 
evaluation conducted outside the 
Agency's Approval <Hid Certification 
Center. Unlike part 7, independence of 
the laboratories is required under part 6 
due to the subjective nature of the tests 
and evaluations performed. and ohen 
require the use of engineering 
judgement Second, MSHA needs some 
evidence that the laboratory is 
competent to test and evaluate to a 
particulor product safety standard. This 
final rule permits MSHA to accept 
testing and evaluation performed by an 
independent laboratory provided that 
MSHA receives written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
organization. 

MSHA recognizes that some foreign 
laboratories meet the criteria for 
independent laboratories. Therefore. a 
manufactnrer could choose to nse a 
foreign laboratory as long as it is free 
from commercial, financial and other 
pressures that could infl11ence the 
testing and evaluation process and has 
been accredited by a recognized 
accrediting organization such as the IEC 
to perform testing and evaluation to 
MSHA 's requirements. Guide 17025 of 
the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO)IlEC "General 
requirements for the competence of 
testing and calibration laboratories" and 
lSO/JEC Guide 65 ''General 
requiremen Is for bodies operating 
product certification systems'' are the 
main documents used both nationallv 
and internationally by organizations~ 
which accredit laboratories. Moreover, 
the United StatP.s is a member oftbe 
World Trade Organization (WTO). The 
Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement 
Hpplies to members of the \>\ITO and 
requires members to ensure that 
technical regulations are not prepared, 
i!dopted, or applied vvith a view to or 
with the effect of creating unnece~sary 
obstacles to international trade. This 
means that, under the agreement. 

standards could not he promulgated th<Jt 
discriminate helween foreign and 
domestic manufactmers and 
laboratories. 

MSHA emphasizes that it will 
continue to test and evaluate products at 
the manufacturers' request. ll also needs 
to retain testing and evaluation 
capability for the purposes of post
approval product audits, accident 
investigations. and for purposes of 
technical assistance. In addition. as 
discussed later in § 6.20 or this final 
rule. MSHA will be evaluating other 
non-JviSHA product safety standards to 
determine equivalency. increasing its 
testing and evaluation expertise. 

The final rule allows the optional use 
of a wide network of independent 
laboratories, eliminating the concern 
about monopolies. It Also provides 
manufacturers the option to have MSHr\ 
perform some or all of the testing and 
evaluation necess<Jry for approval. 
MSHA believes that assessing other 
non-MSH,'\ product safety standards' 
equivalency lo MSHA 's approval 
requirements and continuing its 
responsibility for product audits will 
maintain MSH,'\'s expertise in mine 
equipment safety. Under this final rule, 
the Agency will continue to be involved 
in direct product testing and evaluation 
if manufacturers choose Ia submit their 
products to MSHA for testing and 
evaluation. No commPnts on the 
specific langtwge in § 6.1 O(a) were 
received. ThereforP, the final language 
remains unchanged from the revised 
proposed rule. 

Paragraph (b) of this section requires 
that product testing and evaluation 
performed by independent laboratorie~ 
for purposes of MSHA approval complv 
with MSHA prodnct approval 
requirements. The final rule doe~ not 
permit an independent laboratory to 
change a testing standard or any 
elements incorporated into the standard. 
This is due to the critical nature of the 
testing and evaluation of products to he 
used in a potentially hazardous 
underground mining environment. No 
comments on I he specific language in 
§ 6.10(b) were received. Therefore. the 
final language remains unchanged from 
the revised proposed rule. 

Paragraph (c) of this section requires 
product testing to be conducted or 
witnessed by the independent 
laboratory's pr,rsonnel. No comn1ents on 
the specific language in§ 6.10(c) were 
received. ThP.refore, the finollanguage 
remains unchanged from the revised 
proposed rule. 

Under paragraph (d) of this section, 
MSHA will notify applicants, after the 
review of information required under 
paragraph (a). if additional information 

and testing will be required. The 
applicant will be required to provide the 
information. The applicant will have to 
supply any additional components 
necessary for testing and evaluation. 
Without a complete application, MSHA 
will be unah]e to initiate the technical 
review of the product. 

After determining that an application 
package is complete, MSHA will initiate 
a technical review to ensure that the 
independent laboratory's testing and 
evaluation results were both reasonable 
and appropriate for the pa1iicular 
product. If the technical review of the 
package indicates deficiencies resulting 
from inadequate data, illogical or 
unreasonable testing or evaluation 
results. or the omission of required 
information, the applicant will be 
notified of the discrepancy and given a 
reasonable period of time to provide the 
needed information and correct the 
apparent deficiency. If MSHA 
determines that additional or repeat 
testing is required, the applicant will 
have to arrange for any additional or 
repeat tests and notify MSHA of the 
location, date and time of the test(s). 
MSHA could elect to observe additional 
testing conducted hy an independent 
laboratorv or MSHA could conduct the 
additiomi:l or repeat tests at the 
applicant's expense. The applicant will 
need to supply any additional 
components necessary for testing and 
evaluation. No comments on the 
specific language in §6.10(d) were 
received. Therefore, the fin<d language 
remains unchanged from the revised 
proposed rule. 

following the administrative and 
technical reviews of the product 
approval package, MSHA will issue an 
approval, or a notice denying approval, 
to the applicant. A notice denying 
approval will state the reasons on which 
the denial is based. If an approval is 
issued, the approval holder will be 
authorized and required to place an 
MSH/\ mark on the product which 
signifies to the user of the product that 
it is approved for use in gassy 
underground mines. The product 
drawings and specifications. the 
independent laboratory's testing and 
evaluation results, and its statement of 
product compliance with the applicable 
approval requirements, as well as 
wTitten evidence of the laboratory's 
independence and current recog~Jition 
by an accrediting organization, will be 
retained in the approval file at MSHA's 
Approval and Certification Center. 

The final rule does not require that 
man1ttacturers use the mark of the 
independent laboratory that tested and 
evaluated the product or its 
components. However, nothing in this 
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final rule prohibits a manufacturer from 
using the mark of an independent 
laboratory if it chooses to do so, as long 
as it carries the MSHA mark as well. 

Paragraph (e) requires that approval 
holder~ of products approved based on 
independent laboratory testing and 
evaluation make such products 
available for audit upon request by 
MSHA. This vvill not occur more than 
once C! year, except for cause. Such an 
audit will be condncted at a mutually 
agreeable site at no cost to MSHA. This 
is to ensure that products bearing the 
MSHA marking meet the approval 
requirements and are manufactured in 
accordance with the approved drawings 
and specifications. Although MSHA 
will not specifically require 
manufacturers to adhere to audits 
required by independent laboratories, 
MSHA recognizes that most 
manufacturers who elect to have their 
products listed (approved) by 
independent laboratories generally 
accept those laboratories' audit 
requirements to maintain their listing. 

MSHA will continue to conduct 
audits as part of its post-approval 
product audit program. MSHA conducts 
audits to ensure conformity with the 
technical requirements upon which the 
approval was based. 1\pproved products 
to be audited by MSHA will be selected 
by the Agency as representative of those 
distributed for use in underground 
mines. When an approved product is 
requested by MSHA for audit from the 
approval holder, the Agency will 
arrange to examine and evaluate it at a 
mutually agreed upon time and location 
and will permit the approval holder to 
observe audit-related tests. This 
examination and evaluation could take 
place at an MSHA facility, at the 
manufacturer's plant or distribution 
center, or at any other place agreed 
upon by MSHA and the approval 
holder. The approval holder will be able 
to obtain the report resulting from such 
audits. 

Product testing and evaluation 
performed by both foreign and domestic 
laboratories for purposes of MSHA 
approval will have to comply with 
MSHA product approval requirements. 
In this regard, under this final mle, 
MSHA will carefully review all product 
testing and evaluation reports submitled 
in support of prodlJCt approval 
applications prior to an approval 
decision being made. This will ensure 
that such testing and evaluation has 
heen performed in accordance with 
MSHA procedures and requirements. 
Finally, the manufacturer will be 
ultimate! y responsible for any product. 
under any of the approval parts covered, 
regardless of who performs the testing 

{i.e., foreign or domestic independent 
lahoratory or MSHA). Once the product 
is in the mines, the mine operator is 
required to maintain the product in 
approved condition. 

This final rule provision for post
approval product audits will allow 
MSHA to more effectivelv determine 
whether products are, in -fact, being 
manufactured as approved. MSHA, not 
the manufacturer, will select the 
product. MSHA also will continue to 
obtain approved products from sources 
other than the manufacturer. This 
approach is particularly usehJI for 
products that are "one of ll kind'' or of 
limited distrihution. Because these 
products are not readily found at mine 
suppliers or distributors, they are 
difficult to locate without the assistance 
of the approval holder. 

In determining which approved 
products will be subject to audit at any 
particular time, MSHA will consider a 
variety of factors such as, but not 
limited to, whether the manufacturer 
has previously produced the approved 
product or similar products, whether 
the approved prodlJCt is new or part of 
a new product line, or whether the 
approved product is intended for a 
unique application or limited 
distribution. Other considerations could 
include product complexity, the 
manufacturer's previous product audit 
results, product population in the 
mining community, and the time since 
the last audit or since the product was 
first approved. 

Based on MSHA's experience, the 
Agency anticipates few instances in 
which more than one approved product 
will be required to be audited "for 
Clluse" from any one manufacturer in 
any one year. There are circumstances 
or causes, however, under which 
additional products for audit may be 
necessary to ascertain compliance with 
the technical requirements upon which 
an approval is based. Examples of such 
circumstances include verified 
complaints about the safety of an 
approved product, evidence of product 
changes that have not been approved, 
audit test results that warrant further 
testing to determine compliance, and 
evaluation of corrective action taken bv 
an approval holder. Under these · 
circumstances, the approval holder will 
have to provide, at no cost to MSHA, 
additional approved products so the 
Agency could ensure that the approval 
holder is meeting its obligation to 
manufacture the product as approved. 

When discrepancies are found during 
MSHA audits of approved products, 
MSHA will require that the 
manufacturer take all necessary 
corrective actions. These actions could 

include, but are not limited to, the 
approval holder recalling or retrofitting 
the approved product involved, and 
issuing notices of such action to users. 
Revocation of the approval by MSHA 
may result when discrepancies in 
approved products are not corrected. No 
comments on the specific language in 
§ 6.10[e) were received. Therefore, the 
final language remains unchanged from 
the revised proposed rule. 

Paragraph ln requires approval 
holders to notify MSHA of all product 
defects they discover. once products are 
approved. A defect is a nonconformance 
with the MSHA approved design. 
including any drawings and 
specifications. There are varying degrees 
of significance of defects. It is MSHA's 
intent that all defects be reported to the 
Agency. 

Because the use of products with 
defects could create hazards 
underground, immediate notification 
should be made by expedient means, 
such as by telephone, e-mail, or fax. The 
telephone notification should be 
followed-up in writing. The oral and 
v.rritten notification should include a 
description of the nature and extent of 
the problem. No comments on the 
specific language in§ 6.10(n were 
received. Therefore, the final language 
remaius unchonged from the revised 
proposed rule. 

§ 6.20 MSHA Acceptance of 
Equivalent Non-MSHA Product Safety 
Standards 

Section 6.20(a) of this section states 
that MSHA will acceptnon-MSHA 
product safety standards, or groups of 
standards. as equivalent after 
determining that they: (1) Provide at 
least the same degree of protection as 
MSHA's product approval requirements 
set forth for the product in other parts 
of this chapter; or (2) can be modified 
to provide at least the same degree of 
protection as those MSHA requirements. 

Non-MSHA product safety standards 
will be considered equivalent when 
MSHA determines that, in their original 
or modified form, they provide at least 
the same degree of protection as 
MSHA's product approval requirements 
in part 18, 19, 20. 22. 23. 27, 33,35 or 
36 of this chapter. No comments on the 
specific language in § 6. 20(a) were 
received. Therefore, the final language 
remains unchanged from the revised 
proposed rule. 

Paragraph (b) provides that MSHA 
will publish its intent to review any 
non-MSHA product safety standard for 
equivalency in the Federal Register for 
the purpose of soliciting public input. 
MSHA encourages public input in the 
equivalency process. lt will solicit such 
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input through a Federal Register notice 
once it decides to evaluate a particular 
standard or group of standards for 
equivalency. Because MSH1\ is solely 
responsible for the approval of mining 
products under the Mine Act, MSHA 
>viii retain the ultimate decision on 
equivalency. No comments on the 
specific language in§ 6 20(b) were 
received. Therefore, the final language 
remains uncbmged from the revised 
proposed rule. 

Paragraph (c) requires that MSHA 
publish a listing of all final equivalency 
determinations in this part ()and the 
applicable approval parts. The listing 
will state whether MSHl\ accepts the 
non-MSI-JA product safety standards in 
their original form, or \.viii require 
modifications to demonstmte 
equivalency. If modifications are 
required, tbey will also be provided in 
the listing. MSHA will notify the public 
of each equivalency determination and 
will publish a summary of the basis for 
its determination in the Federal 
Register. MSHA's Approval and 
Certifica lion Center wi II pro vi de 
complete equivalency determination 
reports upon request. No comments on 
the specific language in § 6.20(c) were 
received. Therefore. the final language 
remains unchanged from the re\'ised 
proposed rule. 

Paragraph (d) requires that after 
MSI-JA has determined that non-MSHA 
product safety st<md;uds are equivalent 
and has notified the public of such 
delermin<Jtions in the Federal Register, 
applicants can seek MSHA product 
approval based on such non-MSHA 
product safety standards. No comments 
on the specific language in §6.20(d) 
were received. Therefore, the final 
language remains unchanged from the 
revised proposed rule. 

The Agency believes that this final 
rule will encourage a more rapid 
introduction of mining produc\5 
embodying new technology with 
enhanced safety features. In addition, 
testing and evaiuation to "equiv;;lent" 
standards, that provide at least the same 
degree of protection to miners as those 
in the various MSHA product approval 
regulations could achieve multiple 
objectives. These include metric 
conversion. greater compatibility with 
international standards, and a more 
competitive posture for U.S. products in 
the international market. 

Section 6.20 provides that MSHA will 
determine which non-MSHA product 
safety standards, or groups of standards, 
are equivalent or can be modified to be 
eguivalent. The decision to perform an 
equivalency evaluation will be based on 
MSHA's determination of the overall 
value of conducting the evaluation. It is 

MSHA's intention to base its decision 
on factors such as the number of 
potential applications for approval 
using a particular non-MSHA product 
safety standani. the number of potential 
products affected, and its knowledge of 
the standard and the potential for it 
being equivalent. MSHA began this 
process some time ago in order to 
compare its approval requirements to 
those of other orgnnizations because of 
the increasing use of those non-MSHA 
product safety standards in 
international trade and because of 
requests from the public. The 
equivalency analysis will be conducted 
by the Agency's Approval and 
Certification Center using personnel 
with expertise in the approval 
requirements involved. 

MSHA's equivalency cletem1inations 
vvill be based on the objectives of its 
product approval requirements and the 
hazards they were designed to address. 
Section 101 (a)(9) of the Mine Act 
provides that no new standard can 
reduce the protection afforded miners 
by an existing standard. For this reason, 
MSHA must <Jssure that any non-MSHA 
product safety standard provides at leilSt 
the same dugr·ue of protection for the 
miners who may use the product 
approved under that stnndard. MSHA 
cannot accept product safety standards, 
domestic or international. without 
determining whether they are 
equivalent or whether some 
modifications to those product safety 
standards are needed to achieve the 
objectives of the existing MSHA product 
approval requirements. While certain 
standards, including those accepted by 
other mining agencies, may be 
equivalent, MSHA must make that 
determination on a standard-bv
standard basis. It is MSHA's belief that 
certain product safety standards may 
well be equivaient without 
modifications; others mily reqnire 
modification. The Agency will do a 
svstematic an<J lysis first to make this 
determination. · 

MSHA's equivalency analysis will 
compare the subject product safety 
standards, whether domestic or 
international, and MSHA 's applicable 
product approval requirements. Where 
they differ, each difference will be 
examined to assess its effect on overall 
safetv, and the differences ilS o whole 
will be assessed. Where the differences 
do not impact the objectives of the 
MSHA requirements, MSHA will issue 
a determination that the standard is 
equivalent to MSHA 's approval 
requiTements. However, if certain design 
criteria or performance requirements fail 
to meet MSI-JA's objectives or could 
diminish the snfety of the product in 

underground mines, MSHA will specify 
the modifications necessary to reconcile 
the differences betweeu the two so that 
at least the same degree of protection is 
provided. 

Under this final rule. when MSHA 
evaluates a product safety standard to 
determine equivalency. the Agrmcy will 
be looking at the standard as a whole 
and whether it meets the objectives of 
MSHA's applicable product approval 
requirements. The Agency recognizes 
that some non-MSHA product safety 
standards may have more stringent 
provisions than MSHA's comparable 
approval requ i rem en ts. However, it is 
not the Agency's intention to require 
more stringent protections wherfl a non
MSHA product safety standard may 
afford them. MSHA intends to require 
modifications only where the non
MSHA standard does not provide 
equivalent protection. For 
manufacturers who choose to design 
products to more stringent standards, 
for purposes other than MSHA 
approval, this final rule provides the 
vehicle for them to obtain MSHA 
appro val even if their products were not 
designed specifically to MSHA's 
approva I requiremen Is. Tt is not the 
Agency's intention to develop a 
"hybrid'' regulation, choosing the most 
stringent requirements h·om both the 
MSHA requirements and non-MSHA 
standards. This finill rule requires 
modifications to provide at least the 
same degree of protection as MSHA's 
product approval requirements. 

After MSHA has determined that 
equivalent requirements exist or that 
certain requirements, other than those 
in MSHA approval regulations, can be 
modified to provide at least the same 
degree of protection. the applicant will 
be given the option ofrequesting that 
MSHA base its approval on the 
equivaleut, non-MSHA product safety 
standard, instead of on MSHA's 
applicable product approval 
requirements. This option will benefit 
manufactnrers by permitting them to 
design products to a single set of 
requirements for sale in multiple 
markets (domestic and international as 
well as mining and non-mining 
<~ppliciltions). This option will also 
benefit miners by encouraging a more 
rapid introduction of mining products 
embodying new technology with 
enhanced safetv features. 

Because this "final rule permits 
approval of mining equipment intended 
to compete in multiple market areas 
with differing approval requirements, 
the approved product design will 
incorporate the highest level of safety 
required bv any of the intended market 
areil~. For example, if the target areas 
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include mining and non-mining 
markets, and the non-mining market ha~ 
a product safety standard with more 
stringent approval requirements than 
MSHA for a specific product, MSHA 
could, at the request of the applicant, 
issue an approval based on the more 
stringent requirements. The approval 
documentation will stCJte that the 
product fulfills both the applicable 
approval requirements in the non
mining standard and MSHA's approval 
requirements. fn this case, the approved 
product sold in mining markets will 
p!ov\de il gre'il.ter degree of pro\e<.:lion 
than that specified by MSHA under 
existing requirements. Should the non
mining market have product safety 
standards which are, in some ospects. 
less stringent than those of MSHA, tbe 
applicant will be required to fulfill the 
non-mining standards' requirements 
and, in addition, all other requarements 
deemed necessary to ensure that the 
product provides at least the same 
degree of protection demanded by the 
MSHA approval requirement~. Jn this 
situation. the approved product wiJJ 
exceed the safety requirements of the 
non-mining standard and meet those of 
MSHA. The same analysis will apply if 
the targeted areas were foreign and 
domestic markets. 

Jn these situations, MSHA's approval 
documentation will show that the 
product had fulfilled the requirements 
of any non-MSHA product safety 
standard ond those of MSHA In the first 
instance, the product mCJrketed in the 
non-mining application will embody a 
higher level of safety. while in the 
second instance it will embodv 
equivalent safety. In no case ,,;ill the 
product provide less protection than 
mandated by MSHA approval 
requirements. 

The following example illustrates 
how MSHA will evaluate non-MSHA 
product safety standards to determine if 
they provide at least the same degree of 
protection as MSHA's product approval 
requirements. MSHA's approval 
regulation under 30 CFR part 18 
requires explosion testing of explosion
proof enclosures using a methane-in-air 
mixture. The IEC explosion-proof 
enclosure standard (IEC 60079-1) 
requires the use of more sensitive test 
gases. That standard specifies the use of 
methane to determine "reference 
pressures" and uses a hydrogen/ 
methane fuel mixture to test for flame 
propagation. The tests used in both 
MSHA requirements and the TEC 
standard produce bigher pressures! 
temperatures than occur during normal 
operation. 

One obvious difference in the two test 
protocols is MSHA's criterion to observe 

for the "discharge of flame·· (hot 
glowing gases) during any of the tests. 
The IEC standard does not have this 
requirement. The reason for this 
difference is that MSHA tests enclosures 
"as manufactured" without any 
intentional gaps and, unlike the IEC, 
does not require flamepath gaps to be 
enlarged to the maximum specified by 
design. Therefore, during MSHA testing. 
flamepaths are not forced open to any 
appreciable amount, unless there are 
defects or weaknesses in the enclosure. 
This is important because MSHA's 
Tequirements do no\ contain provisions 
for regular prototype pressure testing to 
supplement the explosion tests, as do 
the IEC requirements. Such pressure 
testing is specifically designed to 
identify faulty products over a broader 
range of pressures than can be achieved 
by the MSHA explosion testing 
protocol. 

Considering the above discussion, 
MSHA 's explosion testing protocol, 
with combustible mixtures of methane 
as the test gas and using the discharge 
of flame as an additional criterion tu 
flame propagation for test failure, sets a 
high evaluation standard for explosion
proof enclosures used on mining 
equipment in the U.S. However, testing 
is accomplished without introducing 
intentional flamepath flange gaps. fn 
contrast, the IEC standard requires that 
tests be conducted with namepath g<Jps 
intentionally enlarged to within 80% to 
100% of the maximum specified design. 
Thus. the IEC test standard allows for 
luminous flame to pass, but with 
insufficient energy to ignite the 
surrounding atmosphere and uses a 
more easily ignitable test gas than 
methane. This concession is significant 
when flamepath gaps are purposely 
enlarged for testing. Such a practice 
could produce non-incendive luminous 
gas discharges during testing, which 
would be considered unacceptable 
under MSHA test protocols. MSHA has 
no evidence that such a nm1-incendive 
luminous gas discharge is unsafe. The 
MSHA requirement and the IEC 
standard could be considered equivalent 
because the MSH A requirement to 
observe no discharge of flame is offset 
by the IEC's use of a more easily 
ignitable test gas and intentional gap 
enlargement. 

With all other factors equal, MSHA 
could consider the explosion test 
specified by IEC to be equivalent to the 
explosion test procedure followed by 
MSHA in fulfillment of 30 CFR 18.62. 
In this manner a single test could verify 
conformity to the test requirements of 
botb product standards with no 
reduction of safety in either case. 

This example highlights the methods 
that will be employed by MSHA when 
determining if a non-MSHA product 
safety standard provides at least the 
same degree of protection as MSHA's 
product approval requirements. Jn like 
fashion, other differences between 
MSHA requirements and the IEC 
standards will be analyzed to determine 
if they are equivalent or if modifications 
to the IEC standards will be required. 

This same process will be applied to 
all non-MSHA product safety standards 
that will he evaluated for equivalency. 
Fm exampk MSHA. requires that a 
component in an intrinsically safe 
circuit be tested to determine that it wi lJ 
not overheat under fault conditions and 
ignite a layer of coal dust. UL requires 
the product to be marked with a 
maximum temperature rating (also 
called auT-Code") or tested using a 
different ignitable dust or gas. MSHA 
will determine if the temperature rating 
is below the minimum ignition 
temperature of a coal dust layer or if the 
specified dust layer (e.g., grain dust) 
used in the test has a lower ignition 
temperature than a coal dust layer 
currently used in MSHA tests. If 
equivalency could not be determined, 
MSHA will require an additional test 
using a layer of a specified type and size 
of coHl dust to ensure at least the same 
degree of protection is provided. 

MSHA anticipates that cost savings 
from use of equivalent non-MSHA 
product safety standards could reduce 
the manufacturer's unit cost by 
permitting more standardized 
construction (i.e., single product line) 
and, thus, improve the manufacturer's 
competitive position. This, together 
with the need to provide products 
mel'ting the highest level of safety 
demanded by the market areas of 
interest, could encourage a more rapid 
introduction of mining products 
embudving new technology with 
enhanced safety features. In general, this 
final rule should provide increased 
opportunity for direct competition 
leading to improved safety and 
performance quality in mining products. 

Under this final rule, manufacturers 
who apply for MSHA approval of their 
products can have MSHA base the 
approval on either MSHA approval 
requirements or the equivalent non
MSHA product safety standards. MSHA 
will retain the responsibility of 
approving or denying an application 
based on all information submitted in 
the application. 

As is the case with existing MSHA 
approval regulations, this final rule will 
not discriminate between U.S. and 
foreign manufacturers. Any 
manufacturer, either domestic or 
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foreign, wishing to acquire an tv!SH;\ 
product approval will be able to take 
advantage of this "equivalency'' 
program. 

Further, this fins! rule will be 
consistent with the North American 
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the 
Agreement on Technical Barriers to 
Trade (TBT). 

Equivalency Under Part 7 

Under the final rule, an equivalency 
provision is provided in part 7 which 
Vl·ill operate like the provision for 
equivalency in § 6.20. 

Under this provision.§ 7.2 will be 
amended by adding a definition of 
"equivalent non-MSHi\ prodnct safety 
standards." This term is used to 
describe a non-MSHA product safet~' 
standard, or group of standards. that is 
determined by MSHA to provide at least 
tbe same degree of protection as the 
applicable MSHA technical 
requirl'ments in the subparts of part 7. 
This definition is essenti<Jlly the same as 
that in§ 6.2 of part 6. No co.mments on 
the specific language in§ 7.2 were 
received. Therefore, the final language 
remains unchanged from the revised 
proposed rule. 

Section 7.10 MSHA Acceptance of 
Equivalent Non-MSHA Producl Safety 
Stundords 

Section 7.1 O(a) is similar to § 6.20(a) 
and provides that MSHA will accept 
non-MSHA product safety standards, or 
group of standards, as equivalent after 
determining that they: (1) Provide at 
least the same degree of protection as 
MSJ-JA's technical requirements for the 
products in other subparts of this part: 
or (2) can be modified to provide at least 
the same degree of protection as I hose 
MSHA requirements. No comments on 
the specific language of§ 7.10(a/ were 
received. Therefore, the final language 
remains unchanged from the revised 
proposed rule. 

Paragraph (b) of§ 7.10 provides that 
MSHA publish its intent to review any 
non-MSHA product safety standard for 
equivalency in the Federal Register for 
the purpose of soliciting public input. 
No comments ou the specific language 
in§ 7.10(b) were received. Therefore, 
the final language remains unchanged 
from the revised proposed rule. 

Paragraph (c) of§ 7.10 provides that 
MSHA publish a listing of all 
equivalency determinations for this part 
7. The listing will state whether MSHA 
accepts the non-MSHA product safety 
standards in their original form, or will 
require modifications to demonstrate 
equivalency. If modifications are 
required, they will also be included in 
this listing for part 7. MSHA will notify 

the public of each equivalency 
determination and will publish a 
summarv of the basis for its 
determi~ation in the Federal Register. 
MSHA's Approval and Certification 
Center will provide complete 
equivalency determination reporb upon 
request. No comments on the specific 
language in § 7.1 O(c) were received. 
Therefore, the final language remains 
unchanged h·om the revised proposed 
rule. 

Paragraph (d) of§ 7.10 provides that 
af1er MSHA has determined that non
MSHA product safety standards are 
equivalent and has notified the public of 
such determinations. applic<Jnts can 
seek MSHA product approval based on 
such non-MSHA product safely 
standards. No comments on the specific 
language in § 7.1 O(d) were received. 
Tiwi<~fore, the final language renwins 
u uchanged from the revised proposed 
rule. 

MSHA is aware of some foreign and 
domestic non-MSHA produc;t safety 
standards that could be used to test and 
evaluate products approved under the 
various subparts of part 7. These 
standards are used in other countries 
and other industries. Some of these non
MSHA product safety standards can 
provide at least the same degree of 
protection as MSHA requiren1en!s ilnd 
can provide consistent, repeatable test 
results. 

MSHA intends to operate its 
equivalency program under part 7, the 
same as previously described in the 
discussion of§ 6.20 on equivalency. 

IJI. Paperwork Reduction Act 

This final nile will result in a total of 
approximately 29 burden hours and 
$654 dollars of related costs. A 
breakdown of the burden hours and 
related costs b.'' provision and by 
applicant size can be found in Chapter 
VT1 of the Regulatory Economic Analysis 
(REA) supporting this final rule. The 
REA is located on our Web site at 
hIt p :/ !ww1-•·.ms ha .gov/regs in Jo. h t m. 

This rule contains no substantive 
changes to the paperwork requirements 
contained in parts 18, 19, 20. 22. 23, 27, 
33, 35. and 36 which are currently 
approved under OMB Control Nu.mber 
1219-0066. The papenvork 
requirements contained in§ 6.10 have 
been suhmitted to the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 
reviRvv under 44 li.S.C. 3504(h) of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, as 
amended. Persons are not obligated to 
comply with them until approved by 
OMB. 

Under §6.10 applicants will have to 
provide information stated in 
paragraphs (~)(1) through (a)(4) for 

MSHJ\ to accept testing and evaluation 
performed by· an independent 
lahoratory. Currently, applicants must 
submit only information requested in 
paragraph (a)(4) If applicants choose to 
use independent laboratories, 
information requested in paragraphs 
(a)(1) through (a)(3) will be needed 
because MSHA will no longer be 
performing all the testing and 
evaluation associated with the approval 
application. Providing the information 
under§6.10(a)(1) through (a](3) will 
result in a total of approximately 24 
burden hours and $4 5B of associated 
costs. 

Section 6.10(d) stales that after review 
of the information required under 
paragraph (a)(1) through (a)(4), MSHA 
will notify the applicant if additional 
information and testing are required. Jf 
an iodependen\ lahoratory conducl:. any 
additional or repeat testing, then the 
applicant will have to send the test 
results to MSHA. Sending any 
additional or repeat testing results to 
MSHA under§ 6.10(d) will result in a 
total of~ burden hours and $39 of 
associated costs. 

Section 6.1 O(fJ states that, once the 
product is approved, the approval 
holder will have to notify MSHA of all 
product defects of which the approval 
holder is aware. Notification is assumed 
to he in Lhe form of a letter to MSHA. 
Noli fying MSHA of product defects 
under §6.10([] will result in a total of 
3 burden hours and $15 7 of associated 
costs. 

IV. Executive Order 12866 

A. Compfiance Costs 

Executive Order 12B66 requires that 
regulatory agencies assess both the costs 
and benefits of regulaticns. MSHA has 
determined that this final mle does not 
meet the criteria of an economically 
significant regulatory action pursuant to 
Executi\'e Order 12866 section 3(f)(1) in 
that it will not have an effect on the 
econom v of $100 million or otherwise 
have any material adverse effect. 
Although this tina] rule is not an 
econor11ically significant action, MSHA 
has completed a REA in which the 
economic impact of the final rule is 
estimated. For a complete breakdown of 
the compliance costs for this final rule 
see chapter IV of the REA. The REA is 
summarized as follows. 

The final rule will result in an annual 
net cost savings of about $1.5 miJlion. 
Applicants seeking MSHA product 
approval employing 500 or fewer 
workers will re<Jlize a net cost savings 
of $0.66 million. i\pplicants employing 
more than 500 workers will realize a net 
cost savings of $0.86 million. 
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The net cost savings of $0.66 million. 
for applicants employing 500 or fevver 
workers, consists of cost savings of 
$0.68 million and compliance costs of 
$0.02 million. The net cost savings of 
$0.86 million, for applicants employing 
more than 500 workers. consists of cost 
savings of $0.BB mil!ion and compliance 
costs of $0.02 million. 

B. Benefits 

This final rule should encourage non
mining manufacturers with products 
that could be applicable to mining to 
apply for approvals. The modification of 
the approval process will expedite the 
introduction of technologically
advanced products into the mine, thus 
improving miner safety. Finally, the rule 
will reduce applicants' co.~ts by 
eliminating repeat testing and 
evaluation and the need for multiple 
product lines. For a more complete 
discussion of the Benefits of this final 
rule, see chapter lll of the REA. 

V. Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) and 
Small Business Regulatory Enforcement 
Fairness Act (SBREFA) 

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) 
requires regulatory agencies to consider 
a rule's economic impact on small 
entities. Under the RFA, MSHA must 
use the Small Business Administration's 
(SBA's) criterion for a small entitv in 
determining a rule's economic ini'pact 
unless, after consultation with the SBA 
Office of Advocacy, MSHA establishes 
an alternative definition for a small 
entity and publishes that definition in 
the Federal Register for notice and 
comment. 

For the mining indu~try, SBA defines 
"small" as a mine with 500 or fewer 
workers. In add ilion, most applicants 
(manufacturers) that file for an MSHA 
approval for their products operate in 
industries such as those involved in 
measurement, analysis. controlling 
instruments. photographic instruments, 
commercial and industrial lighting 
fixtures. and conveyors. SBA considers 
the small business size standard for 
such industries to be 500 or fewer 
employees. To ensme that this final rule 
conforms to the RFA. MSHA analvzed 
the economic impact of tht~ final ;ule on 
small entities that are defined as those 
employing 500 or fewer workers. 

A. Factual Basis for Certification 

Based on its analysis, MSHA has 
determined that this final rule will not 
have a significant economic impact on 
a substantial number of small entities. 
MSHA has so certified this finding to 
the SBA. The factual basis for this 
certification is discussed in chapter V of 
the REA. 

B. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 
1995 

For purposes of the Unfunded 
Mandates Reform Act of 1995. the final 
rule does not include any Federal 
mandate that will result in increased 
expenditures by State, local, or tribal 
governments, or increased expenditures 
by the private sector of more than $100 
million. MSHA is not aware of any 
State, local, or tribal governments which 
manufacture products applicable to 
mining. 

C. Executive Order 13132 (Federalism) 

MSHA has reviewed this final rule in 
accordance with Executive Order 13132 
regarding federalism, and has 
determined that it will not have 
·'federalism implications." The final 
rule will not "have substantial direct 
effects on the States, on the relationship 
between the nationa I government and 
the States, or on the distribution of 
power and responsibilities among the 
various levels of government." MSHA is 
not aware of any State or local 
governments which manufacture 
products applicable to mining. 

D. Executive Order 13045 (Health and 
Safety Effect on Children} 

In accordance with Executive Order 
13045, MSHA has evaluated the 
environmental health and safety effect 
of this final rule on children. The 
Agency has determined that the final 
rule will not have an adverse impact on 
children. 

E. Executive Order 13175 (Indian Tribal 
Governments) 

MSHA certifies that this final rule 
will not impose substantial direct 
compliance costs on Indian tribal 
governments. MSHA is not aware of any 
tribal governments which manufacture 
products applicable to mining. 

F. Executive Order 12630 
(Governmental Actions and Interference 
With Constitutionally Protected Property 
Rights} 

This final rule is not subject to 
Executive Order 12630, Governmental 
Actions and Interference with 
Constitutionally Protected Property 
Rights, because it will not involve 
implementation of a policy with takings 
implications. 

G. Executive Order 12988 (Civil fustice 
Reform} 

The Agency has reviewed Executive 
Order 12988, Civil fustice Reform. and 
determined that this final rule will not 
undulv burden the Federal court 
systen;. The final rule has been v.rritten 
so as to provide a clear legal standard 

for affected conduct. and has been 
reviewed carefully to eliminate drafting 
errors and ambiguities. 

H. Executive Order 13211 (Actions 
Concerning Regulations That 
Sigmficantly Affect Energy Supply, 
Distribution, or Use} 

In accordance with Executive Order 
13211. MSHA has reviewed this final 
rule for its energy impacts. MSHA has 
determined that this final rule will not 
have an~· adverse effects 011 energy 
supply. distribution, or use. 

List of Subjects in 30 CFR Parts 6, 7, 18, 
19, 20, 22, 23, 27, 33, 35, and 36 

Mine Safety and Health, Reporting 
and Recordkeeping Requirements, 
Research 

Si~Iwd in t\rlington, Virginia. this 9th da~· 
of June. 2003. 
Dave D. Lauriski, 
i'lssistanl Si'crelary of Labor jo>· Mine Safely 
and Heal! h. 

• For the reasons set out in the preamble, 
chapter I of title 30 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations is amended as foltows: 

• 1. Part 6 is added to read as follows: 

PART 6---TESTING AND EVALUATION 
BY INDEPENDENT LABORATORIES 
AND NON-MSHA PRODUCT SAFETY 
STANDARDS 

Sec. 
6.1 Purpose and effective date. 
6.2 Definitions. 
6.10 Use of independent laboratories. 
6.20 MSHA acceptance of equivalent non

MSHA product safety standards. 

Autborily: 30 U.S.C. 957. 

§ 6.1 Purpose and effective date. 

This part sets out alternate 
requirements for testing and evaluation 
of products MSHA approves for use in 
gassy underground mines. It permits 
manufacturers of certain products who 
seek MSHA approval to use an 
independent laboratory lo perform, in 
whole or part. the necessary testing and 
evaluation for approval. It also permits 
manufacturers to have their products 
approved based on non-MSHA product 
safetv standards once MSHA has 
dete;mined that the non-MSHA 
standards are equivalent to MSHA's 
applicable product approval 
requirements or can be modified to 
provide at least the same degree of 
protection as those MSHA requirements. 
The provisions of this part may be used 
by applicants for product approval 
under parts lB. 19, 20. 22, 23, 27, 33, 35, 
and 36. This rule is effective August 18, 
2003. 
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§ 6.2 Definitions. 

The follovving definitions apply in 
this part. 

Applicant. An individual or 
organization that manufactures or 
controb the assembly of a product and 
applies to MSHA for approval of that 
product. 

Approval. A written document issued 
by MSH.I\ which states that a product 
has met the applicable requirements of 
part18, 19, 20. 22, 23, 27, 33, 35, or 36. 
The definition is based on the existing 
definitions of "approval'' in the parts 
specified above. It is expanded to 
include "certification" and 
"acceptance" because these term.< also 
are used to denote MSHA approval. 

Approi'O] holder. An applicant whose 
application for approval of a product 
under part 18, 19. 20, 22, 23. 27. 33, 35 
or 36 of tl1is chapter has been approved 
by MSHA. 

Equivalent non-MSHA product safety 
standards. A non-MSHA product safety 
standord. or group of standards. that is 
determined by MSHA to provide at least 
the same degree of protection as the 
applicable MSHA product approval 
requirements in parts 18, 19, 20, 22, 23. 
27, 33, 35, and 36, or which in modified 
form provide at least the same degTee of 
protection. 

fndependentlaboralory A laboratory 
I hot: 

(1) has been recognized by a 
laboratory accrediting organization to 
test and evaluate products to a product 
safety standard. and 

(2) is free from commercial, financial, 
and other pressures that may influence 
the results of the testing and evaluation 
process. 

Post-oppraml product audit. The 
examination, testing, or both. by MSHA 
of approved products selected by tv1SHA 
to determine whether those products 
meet the applicable product approval 
requirements and hflve been 
manufactured as approved. 

Product safety standard. A document. 
or group of documents. tbat specifies 
the requirements for the testing and 
evaluation of a product for use in 
explosive gas and dust atmospheres, 
and, when appropriate, includes 
documents addressing the flammability 
properties of products. 

§ 6.10 Use of independent laboratories. 

(a) MSHA will accept testing and 
evaluation performed by an 
independent laboratory for purposes of 
MSHA product approval provided that 
MSHA receives as part of the 
iipplication: 

(1) Written evidence of the 
l~boratory's independence and current 
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recognition by <I laboratory accrediting 
organization; 

(2) Complete technical explanation of 
how the product complies with each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval requirements; 

(3) Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of the product; and 

(4) All documentation, inclnding 
drowings and specifications, as 
submitted to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required hy the 
applicahle part under this chapter. 

(b) Product testing and evaluation 
performed by independent laboratories 
for purposes ofMSHA approval must 
comply with the applicahle MSHA 
product approval requirements. 

(c) Product testing and evaluation 
must be conducted or witnessed bv the 
laboratory's personnel. ' 

(d) After review of the infom1ation 
required under paragraphs (a](1) 
through (a)( 4) of this section, MSHA 
wi II notify the applicant if additional 
information or testing is required. The 
applicant must provide this 
information, arrange any additional or 
repeat tests and notify MSHA of the 
location, date, and time of the test(s]. 
MSHA mav observe anv additionnl 
testing con'ducted by a~ independent 
laboratory. Further, MSHA may decide 
to conduct the additional or repeated 
tests at the applicant's expense. The 
applicant must supply any additional 
components necessary for testing and 
evaluation. 

(e) Upon request by MSHA. but not 
more than once a year. except for cause, 
approval hoi ders of products approved 
based on independent laboratory testing 
and evaluation must make such 
products available for post-approval 
audit at a mutually agreeable site at no 
cost to MSHA. 

(/)Once the product is approved, the 
approval holder must notify MSHA of 
all product defects of "'·hich they 
become aware. 

§ 6.20 MSHA acceptance of equivalent 
non-MSHA product safety standards. 

(a) MS!-IA will accept non-MSHA 
product safety standards, or groups of 
standards. as equivalent after 
determining that thev: 

(1) Provide at least- the same degree of 
protection as MS!-IA's product approval 
requirements in parts 18, 19. 20, 22. 23, 
27, 33, 35 and 36 of this chapter: or 

(2) Can be modified to provide at least 
the san1e degree of protection as those 
MSHA requirements. 

[h) MSHA will publish its intent to 
review any non-MSHA product safety 
standard for equivalency in the Federal 
Register for the purpose of soliciting 
public input. 

(c) A listing of all equivalenC)' 
determinations will he published in this 
part 6 and the applicable approval parts. 
Tl1e listing will st<Jte whether MS!-IA 
accepts the non-MS!-IA product safety 
standards in their original form, or 
whether MSHA will require 
modificfltions to demonstrate 
equivalency. If modifications are 
required, they will be provided in the 
listing. MSHA will notify the public of 
each equivalency deterniination and 
will publish a summary of the basis for 
its rletermination. MSHA will provide 
equivalency determination reports to 
the public upon request to the Approval 
and Certification Center. 

(d) After MS!-IA has determined that 
non-MSHA product safety standards are 
equivalent and has notified the public of 
such determinations, applicants may 
seek MSHA product approval based on 
such non-MSHA product safety 
standards. 

PART 7-TESTING BY APPLICANT OR 
THIRD PARTY 

• 2-3. The authority for part 7 continues 
to read as follows: 

Authority: 30 U.S.C. 957. 

• 4. Amend§ 7.2 by adding a new 
definition to read as follows: 

§ 7.2 Definitions. 

Equivalent non-MSHA product safety 
standards. A non-MSHA product safety 
standard, or group of standards, that is 
determined by MSHA to provide at least 
the same degree of protection as the 
applicable MSHA product technical 
requirements in the subparts of this 
part. or can be modified to provide at 
least the same degree of protection as 
those MSHA requirements. 

• 5. Amend subpart A by adding a new 
§ 7.10 to read ciS follows: 

§ 7.10 MSHA acceptance of equivalent 
non-MSHA product safety standards. 

(a) MSHA will accept non-lv!SHA 
product safety standards, or groups of 
standards, as equivalent af1er 
determining that they· 

(1) Provide at least the same degree of 
protection <JS MSH.A's applicable 
technical requirements for a product in 
the subparts of this part; or 

(2) Can he modified to provide at least 
the same degree of protection as those 
MS!-IA requirements. 

(b) MSHA will publish its intent to 
review any non-MSHA product safety 
standard for equivalency in the Federal 
Register for the purpose of soliciting 
public input. 
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(c) A listing of all equivalency 
determinations will be published in this 
part 7. The listing will slate whether 
MSHA accepts the non-MSHA product 
safety standards in their original form. 
or whether MSHA will reqnire 
modifications to demonstrate 
equivalency. If modifications are 
required, they will be provided in the 
listing. MSHA will notify the public of 
each equivalency determination and 
will publish a summary of the basis for 
its determination. MSHA will provide 
equivalency determination reports to 
the public upon request to the Approval 
and Certification Center. 

(d) After MSHA has determined that 
non-MSHA product safet~· standards are 
equivalent and has notified the public of 
such determinations, applicants may 
seek MSHA product approval based on 
sm:h non-MSHA product safety 
standards. 

PART 18-ELECTRIC MOTOR-DRIVEN 
MINE EQUIPMENT AND 
ACCESSORIES 

• 6. The authority for part 18 continues 
to read as follows: 

Authority: 30 U.S.C 957, 951. 

• 7. Amend§ 18.6 by revising paragraph 
(a) to read as follows: 

§ 1 8.6 Applications. 
(a)(1) Investigation leading to 

approval, certification. extension 
thereof, or acceptance of hose or 
conveyor belt, will be undertaken by 
MSHA only pursuant to a written 
application accompanied by a check, 
bank draft, or money order, payable to 
the U.S. Mine Safety and Health 
Administration to cover the fees. The 
application shall be accompanied by all 
necessary drawings, specifications, 
descriptions, and related materials, as 
set out in this part. 

(2) Where the applicant for approval 
has used an independent testing 
labor a tory under part 6 of this chapter 
to perform, in whole or in part, the 
necessary testing and evaluation for 
approval under this part, the applicant 
must provide to MSHJ\ as part of the 
approva I application: 

(i) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
organization; 

(ii) Complete technical explanation of 
how the product complies with each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval reqnirements; 

(iii) Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety oftbe product; and 

(iv) All documentation, including 
drawings and specifications, as 

submitted to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 

[3) An applicant may request testing 
and evaluation to non-MSHA product 
safety standards which have been 
determined by MSHA to be equivalent, 
under§ 6.20 of this chapter, to MSHA's 
product approval requirements nnder 
this part. 

(4) The application, all related 
documents, and all correspondeuce 
concerning it shall be addressed to the 
Approval and Certification Center. Rural 
Route #1, Box 251, Industri~ I Park Road, 
Triadelphia, WV 26059. 

* * 
• B. Amend§ 18.15 by revising 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 18.15 Changes after approval or 
certtflca\ton. 

(a)(1) Application shall be made as for 
an original approval or letter of 
certification requesting that the existing 
approval or certification be extended to 
cover the proposed changes and shall be 
accompanied by drawings, 
specifications, and related in formation, 
showing the changes in detail. 

(2) Where I he applicant for approval 
has used an independent laboratory 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform. 
in whole or in part, the necessary testing 
and evaluation for approval of changes 
to an approved or certified product 
under this part, the applicant must 
provide to MSHA as part of the approvRI 
application: 

(i) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and nment 
recognition by a Ia bora tory accrediting 
organization; 

(ii) Complete technical explanation of 
how the product complies with each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval requirements; 

(iii) Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of the product; and 

(iv) All documentation, including 
drawings and specifications, as 
submitted to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 

PART 19-ELECTRIC CAP LAMPS 

• 9. The authority for part 19 continues 
to read as follows: 

Authority: 30 U.S.C. 957, 951. 

• 10. Revise§ 19.3 to read as follows: 

§ 19.3 Applications. 

(a) Before MSHA will undertake the 
active investigation leading to approval 

of any lamp, the manufacturer shall 
make application by letter for an 
investigation leading to approval of its 
lamp. This application, accompanied by 
a check, hank draft, or money order, 
payable to U.S. Mine Safety and Health 
Administration, to cover all the 
necessary fees, shall be sent to Approva 1 
and Certification Center, Rural Route #1, 
Box 251, Industrial Park Road, 
Triadelphia, WV 26059, together with 
the required drawings, one complete 
lamp, and instructions for its operation. 

(b) Where the applicant for approval 
has used an independent lahoratory 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform, 
in whole or in part. the necessary testing 
and evaluation for approve I under this 
part, the applicant must provide to 
MSHA as part of the approval 
application: 

\1) Written e••idence of the 
laboratory's indP.pendence and current 
recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
organization; 

(2) Complete technical explanation of 
how the product complies with each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval requirements; 

{3) Identification of components or 
feahtres of the product that are critical 
to the safety of tbe product; and 

(4) All documentation. including 
drawings and specifications, as 
submitted to lhe independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 

(c) An applicant may request testing 
and evaluation to non-MSHA product 
safety standards which have been 
determined by MSHA to be eqnivalent, 
under§ 6.20 of this <:hapter, to MSHA's 
product approval requirements under 
this part. 
• 11. Amend § 19.13 by revising 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 19.13 Instructions for handling future 
changes in lamp design, 

(a)(1) The manufacturer shall 'vl'l'ite to 
the Approval and Certification Center, 
Rural Route #1, Box 251, 1ndustrial Park 
Road. Triadelphia, WV 26059, 
requesting an extension of the original 
approval and stating the change or 
changes desired. With this letter the 
manufacturer should submit a revised 
drawing or drawings showing the 
changes in detail, and one of each of the 
changed lamp parts. 

(2) Where the applicant for approval 
has used an independent laboratory 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform, 
in whole or in part, the necessary testing 
and evaluation for approval of changes 
to an approved product under this part, 
the applicant must provide to MSHA as 
part of the approval application: 
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(i) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
organization; 

(i i) Complete technical explanation of 
how the product complies with each 
requirement in the <!pplicahle MSH,'i. 
product approval requirements; 

(ii l) ldenti fication of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of the product: and 

(iv) All documentation, including 
drawings and specifications, as 
submitted to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 

safetv standards which have been 
determined by MSHA to be equivalent, 
under§ 6.20 of this chapter, to MSHA's 
product approval requirements under 
this part. 

• 14. A mend§ 20.14 by revising 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 20.14 Instructions for handling future 
changes in lamp design. 

(a)(1) The mauufacturer shall·write to 
the Approval and Certification Center, 
Rural Route 111, Box 251, lndu~trial Park 
Road, Triadelphia, WV 26059, 
requesting an extension of the original 
approval and describing the change or 
changes proposed. With this letter the 

PART 20-ELECTRIC MINE LAMPS manufacturer should submit a revised 
OTHER THAN STANDARD CAP LAMPS drawing or drawings showing the 

changes in detail, and one of each of the 
• 12. The authority for part 20 continues changed lamp parts. 
to read as follows; ( 2) \-\'here the applicant for approval 

Authority: 30 U.S .C. 957. 961. 

• 13. Revise§ 20.3 to read as follows; 

has used an independent laboratory 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform, 
in whole or in part, the necessary testing 

§ 20.3 Applications. and evaluation for approval of changes 
(a) Before MSHA will undertake the to an approved product under this part, 

active investigation leading to approval the applicaut must provide to MSHA as 
of any lamp, the manufacturer shall part of the approval application: 

(i) \Vritten evidence of the 
make application by letter for an 
investigation of the lamp. This lahoratory's independence and current 
application, accompanied by a check. recognition by a laboratory accrediting 

organization; 
bank draft. or money order. payable to (ii) Complete technical explanation of 
the U.S. Mine Safetv and Health 
Administration, to ~over all the how the product complies with each 
necessarv fees, shall be sent to the requirement in the applicable MSHA 
Approva"l and Certification Center, Rural product approval requirements: 

Route 111, Box 251, Industrial Park Road, fe~;~~::~7:~:c;~~0Ju~~ ~~~~~;~~i\~co:l 
Triadelphia, WV 26059. together with to the safety of the product; and 
the required drawings, one complete (iv) All documentation, including 
lamp. and instrnctions for its operation. drawings and specifications, as 

(b) Where the applicant for approval submitted to the independent laboratory 
has used an independent laboratory by the applicant and <~S required by this 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform, 

h 
part. 

in w ole or in part .. the necessary testing * ~ 
and evaluation for approval under tbis 
part, the applicant must provide to 
MSHA as part of the approval 
application: 

[1) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
organization; 

PART 22-PORTABLE METHANE 
DETECTORS 

• 15. The authority for part 22 continues 
to read as follows: 

Authority: 30 U.S.C. 957, 961. 

[2) Complete technical explanation of • 1o. Revise§ 22.4 to read as follows: 
how the prodncl complies with each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval requirements; 

[3) Identification of compon1m ts or 
featmes of the product that;ne critiral 
to the safety or the product; and 

(4) All documentation, including 
drawings and specifications, as 
submitted to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required under 
this part. 

(c) An applicant may request testing 
and evaluation to non-MSHA prodnct 

§ 22.4 Applications. 

(a) Before MSHA will undertake the 
active investigation leading to approval 
of any methane detector, the 
manufacturer shall make application by 
letter for an investigation leading to 
approval of the detector. This 
application, accompanied by a check. 
bank draft, or money order, payable to 
the U.S. Mine Safetv and Health 
Administration. to cover all the 
necessary fees, shall be sent to the 

Appmval and Certification Center, Rural 
Route 111, Box 251. 1 ndustrial Park Road, 
Triadelphia, WV 26059, together with 
the required drawings. one complete 
detector, and instructions for its 
operation. 

[b) Where the applicant for approval 
has used an independent laboratory 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform, 
in whole or in part, the necessary testing 
and evaluation for approval under this 
part, the applicant must provide to 
MSHA as part of the approval 
application: 

(1) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory ilccrediting 
organization; 

(2) Complete technical explanation of 
how the product complies with each 
requirement in the applicable MSH:\ 
product approval requirements; 

(:1) Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of the product; and 

[4) All documentation. including 
drawings and specificatious, as 
submitted to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 

(c) An applicant may request testing 
and evalnation to non-MSHA product 
safetv standards which have been 
dele~mined by MSHA to be equivalent, 
under§ 6.20 of this chapter, to MSHA's 
product approval reqnirements under 
this part. 

• 17. Section 22.11 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 22.11 Instructions on handling future 
changes In design. 

* 
(a)(1) The manufacturer must write to 

the Approval and Certification Center, 
Rural Route #1, Box 251, Industrial Park 
Road, Triadelphia, WV 26059, 
requesting an extension of the original 
approval and staling the change or 
changes desired. With this request, the 
manufacturer should submit a revised 
drawing or drawings showing changes 
in detail. together with one of each of 
the parts affected. 

(2) Where the applicant for approval 
has used an independent laboratory 
under part (j of tbis chapter to perform, 
in whole or in part. the necessary testing 
and evaluatic>n for approval of changes 
to an approved product under this part, 
the applicant must provide to MSHA as 
part of the approval application: 

(i) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
organization; 

[ii) Complete technical explanation of 
how the product complies with each 
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requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval requirements; 

(iii) Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of the product: and 

[iv) All documentation, including 
drawings and specifications, as 
submitted to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 

PART 23-TELEPHONES AND 
SIGNALING DEVICES 

• 18. The authority for part 23 continues 
to read as follows: 

Authority: 30 U.S.C. 957. 961. 

• 19. Revise§ 23.3 to read as follows: 

• 20. Amend§ 23.14 by revising 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 23.14 Instructions for handling future 
changes in design. 

(a)(1) The manufacturer shall write to 
the Approval and Certification Center, 
Rmal Route #1. Box 251, Industrial Park 
Road, Triadelphia, WV 26059, 
requesting an extension of the original 
approval and stating the change or 
changes desired. With this request, the 
manufacturer should submit a revised 
drawing or drawings showing the 
changes in detail, together with one of 
each of the parts affected. 

(2) Where the applicant for approval 
has used an independent laboratory 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform, 

§ 23.3 Applications. in whole or in part, the necessary testing 
(a) Before MSHA will undertake the and evaluation for approval of changes 

active investigation leading to approval to an approved product under this part, 
of any telephone or signaling device, the the applicant must provide to MSHA as 
manufacturer shall make application by part of the approval application: 
letter for an investigation leading to (i) Written evidence of the 
approval of the device. This application, laboratory's independence and current 
accompanied by a check, bank draft, or recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
money order, payable to the U.S. Mine organization; 
Safetv and Health Administrntion, to (ii) Complete technical explanation of 
cove; all the necessarv fees, shall be how the product complies with each 
sent to the Approval and Certification requirement in the applicable MSHA 
Center, Rural Route #1, Box 251, product approval requirements; 
Industrial Park Road, Triadelphia, WV (iii) Identification of components or 
26059. together with the required features of the product that are critical 
drawings, one complete telephone or to the safety of the product; and 
signaling device, and instructions for its (iv) All documentation, including 
operation. drawings and specifications, as 

(b) Where the applicant for approval submitted to the independent laboratory 
has used an independent laboratory by the applicant and as required by this 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform, part. 
in whole or in part. the necessary testing • 
and evaluation for approval under this 
part, the applicant must provide to 
MSHA as part of the approval 
application: 

PART 27-METHANE-MONlTORING 
SYSTEMS 

• 21. The authority for part 27 continues 
to read as follows: 

Authority: 30 U.S. C. 957. 961. 

(1) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
organization; 

(2) Complete technical explanation of • 22. Amend§ 27.4 by revising 
how the product complies with each paragraph (a) to read as follows: 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval requirements; 

(3) Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of the product; and 

(4) All documentation, including 
drawings and specifications, as 
submitted to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 

(c) An applicant may request testing 
and evaluation to non-MSHA product 
safety standards which have been 
determined by MSHA to be equivalent. 
under§ 6.20 of this chapter. to MSHA's 
product approval requirements under 
this part. 

§ 27.4 Applications. 

(a)(1) No investigation or testing for 
certification will be undertaken bv 
MSHA except pursuant to a writt~n 
application, accompanied by all 
drawings, specifications, descriptions, 
and related materials and also a check, 
bank draft, or money order payable to 
the U.S. Mine Safety and Health 
Administration, to cover the fees. The 
application and all related matters and 
correspondence concerning it shall be 
addressed to the Approval and 
Certification Center, Rural Route #1, 
Box 251, Indmtrial Park Road. 
Triadelphia, WV 26059. 

(2) Where the applicant for approval 
has used an independent laboratory 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform, 
in whole or in part, the necessary testing 
and evaluation for approval under this 
part, the applicant must provide to 
MSHA as part of the approval 
application: 

(j) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
organization; 

(ii) Complete technical explanation of 
how the product complies with each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval requirements; 

(iii) Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of the prodnct; and 

(iv) All documentation, including 
drawings and specifications, as 
submitted to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 

(3) An applicant may request testing 
and evaluation to non-MSHA product 
~afety standards which have been 
determined by MSHA to be equivalent, 
under § 6.20 of this chapter, to the 
product approval requirements under 
this part. 

• 23. Amend 27.11 by revising paragraph 
(a) to read as follow~: 

§ 27.11 Extension of certification. 

(a)(1) Application shall be made as for 
an original certification. requesting that 
the existing certification be extended to 
cover the proposed changes. The 
application shall include complete 
drawings, specifications, and related 
data, showing the changes in detail. 

(2) \o\1here the applicant for approval 
has used an independent laboratory 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform, 
in whole or in part, the necessary testing 
and evaluation for approval of changes 
to an approved product under this part. 
the applicant must provide to MSHA as 
part of the approval application: 

(i) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition hy a laboratory accrediting 
organization; 

(ii) Complete technical explanation of 
how the product complies with each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval requirements: 

(iii] Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of the product; and 

(iv) All documentation, including 
drawings and specifications, as 
submitted to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 
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PART 33-DUST COLLECTORS FOR 
USE IN CONNECTION WITH ROCK 
DRILLING IN COAL MINES 

• 24. The authority for part 33 continues 
to read as follows: 

Authoritv: 30 U.S.C. 957, 961. 

• 25. Amend§ 33.6 hy revising 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 33.6 Applications. 

(a)(1) No investigation or testing will 
be undertaken by MSHA except 
pursuant to a written application 
(except as otherwise provided in 
paragraph (e) of this section), 
accompanied by a check. bank draft, or 
money order, payable to the U.S. Mine 
Safetv and Health Administration, to 
cove; the fees; and all prescribed 
drawings, specifications, and ali related 
materials. The application and nll 
related matters and all correspondence 
concerning it shall be sent to the 
Approval and Certification Center, Rural 
Route #1, Box 251, Industrial Park Road, 
Triadelphia. V'VV 26059. 

(2) Where the applicant for approval 
has used an independent laboratory 
under part 6 of tbis chapter to perform, 
in whole or in part. t.he necessary testing 
and evaluation for approval under this 
part, the applicant must provide to 
MSHA as pari of the approval 
app I ication: 

(i) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
organization; 

(ii) Complete technical explanation of 
how the product complies with each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval requirements; 

(iii) Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of the product; and 

(iv) All documentation, including 
drawings and specifications. as 
submitted to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
pari. 

(3) An applicant may request testing 
and evaluation to non-MSHA product 
safety standards which have been 
determined by MSH A to be equivalent. 
under §6.20 of this chapter, to MSHA's 
product approval requirements under 
this pi:irl. 

• 26. Amend§ 33.12 by revising 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 33.12 Changes after certification. 

(a)(1) Application shall be made as for 
an original certificate, requesting that 
the existing certification be extended to 
cover the proposed changes. and shall 

be accompnnied by drawings, 
specifications, and related data showing 
the changes in detail. 

(2) Where the applicant for approvCJl 
has used an independent laboratory 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform. 
in whole or in part, the necessary te5ting 
and evaluation for approval of changes 
to an approved product under this part, 
the applicant must provide to MSHA as 
part of the approva 1 application: 

(i) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
organization; 

(ii) Complete technical explanation of 
how the product complies with each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product apprm•a I requirements; 

(iii) Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of the product; and 

(iv) All documentation, including 
drawings and specifications, as 
submitted to the indcpendentlaboratorr 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 

PART 35-FlRE-RESISTANT 
HYDRAULIC FLUIDS 

• 27. The authority for part 35 continues 
to read as follows: 

Authority: 30 U.S.C. 'J57, Y61. 

• 28. Amend§ 35.6 by revising 
paragraph (a) to read as follo·ws: 

§ 35.6 Applications. 

(a)(l) No investigation or testing wi!: 
be undertaken by MSHA except 
pursuant to a >I'Tilten application, 
accompanied by a check, bank draft. or 
money order. payable to the U.S. Mine 
Safetv and Health Administration, to 
cover the fee5; and all descriptions. 
specifications, test samples. and related 
materials. The dpplication and all 
related matters and correspondence 
concerning it shall be sent to the 
Approval and Certification Center. Rural 
Route #1, Box 251, Industrial Park Road, 
Tri<;~delphia. WV 26059. 

(2) Where the applicant for approval 
has used an independent laboratory 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform, 
in whole or in part. the necessary testing 
and evaluation for approval under this 
part, the applicant must provide to 
MSHA as part of the approval 
application: 

[i) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
organization: 

(ii) Complete technical explanation of 
how the product complies witb each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval requirements: 

(iii) Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of lh1' product: and 

(iv) All douum:ntation. including 
drawings and specifications, as 
submitted to tl1e independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 

(3) An applicant may request testing 
and evaluation to non-MSHA product 
safety sta!l(lards vvhicb have been 
determined hy MSHA to be equivalent, 
under§ 6.20 of this chapter, to MSHA's 
product approval requirements under 
this part. 

• 29. Amend§ 35.12 by revising 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 35.12 Changes after certification. 

(a)(1) Application shall be made, as 
for an original certificate of approval. 
requesting that the existing certification 
be extended to cover the proposed 
change. The application shall be 
accompanied by specifications and 
related material as in the case of an 
original application. 

(2) Where the applicant for approval 
has used an independent laboratory 
under pari 6 of thi5 chapter to perform, 
in whole or in part. the necessary testing 
and evaluation for approval of changes 
to an approved product under this part. 
the applicant must provide to MSHA as 
part of the approval application: 

(i) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
organization; 

(ii) Complete technical explnnation of 
how the product complies with each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
prodllct approval require!llents; 

(iii) Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of the product; and 

(iv) All documentation. including 
drawings and specifications. as 
submitted to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 

PART 36-APPROVAL 
REQUIREMENTS FOR PERMISSIBLE 
MOBILE DIESEL-POWERED 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 

• 30. The authority for part 36 continues 
to read as follows: 

Authority: 30 U.S.C. 957,961. 

• 31. Amend§ 36.6 by revising 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 36.6 Applications. 

(a)(1) No investigation or testing will 
be undertaken by MSHA except 
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pursuant to <J written application, 
accompanied by a check. bank draft, or 
money order, payable to the U.S. Mine 
Safety and Health Administration, to 
CO\;er the fees; and all descriptions, 
specifications, test samples, and related 
materials. The application and all 
related matters and correspondence 
concerning it shall be sent to the 
Approval and Certification Center, Rural 
Route 111, Box 251, Industrial Park Road, 
Triadelphia, WV 26059. 

(2) Where the applicant for approval 
bas used an independent laboratory 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform. 
in whole or in part, the necessary testing 
and evaluation for approval under this 
part, the applicant must provide to 
MSHA as part of the approval 
application: 

(i) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory <JCCrediting 
organization; 

(ii) Complete technic<JI explanation of 
how the product complies wilh each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval requirements; 

[iii) Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of the product; and 

(iv) All documentation, including 
drawings and specifications. as 
submitted to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 

(3) An applicant may request testing 
and evaluation to non-MSHA product 
safety standards which have been 
determined by MSHt\ to be equivalent, 
under§ 6.20 of this chapter, to MSHA's 
product approval requirements under 
this part. 

* 
• 32. Amend§ 36.12 by revising 
paragr<Jph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 36.12 Changes after certification. 

(a)(1) Application shall be made, as 
for an original certificate of approval, 
requesting that the existing certification 
be extended to cover the proposed 
change. The application shall be 
accompanied by specifications and 
related material as in the case of an 
original application. 

(2) Where the applicant for approval 
has used an independent laboratory 
under part 6 of this chapter to perform. 
in whole or in part, the necessary testing 
and evaluation for approval of changes 
to an approved product under this part. 
the applicant must provide to MSHA as 
part of the approval application: 

(i) Written evidence of the 
laboratory's independence and current 
recognition by a laboratory accrediting 
organization; 

[ii) Complete technical explanation of 
how the product complies with each 
requirement in the applicable MSHA 
product approval requirements: 

(iii) Identification of components or 
features of the product that are critical 
to the safety of the product; and 

(iv) All documentation, including 
drawings and specifications. as 
submit1ed to the independent laboratory 
by the applicant and as required by this 
part. 

* * 
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